





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Pの話者性のゆらぎ ⇒ P［自身による修復開始］　
⇒ P［自身による修復実行］ … Pの話者性の回復 
（ⅱ）S［質問・要求］⇒ P［トラブル源を含む応答］…




 Pの話者性のゆらぎ ⇒ S［ＳＴによる修復開始］…
 Sの話者性のゆらぎを作り出す ⇒ P［自身による修
復実行］  Pの話者性の回復 
（ⅳ）S［質問・要求］ ⇒ P［トラブル源を含む応答］⇒
言語聴覚療法の会話特徴に関する文献的考察 13
 Pの話者性のゆらぎ ⇒ S［STによる修復開始］…
 Sの話者性のゆらぎを作り出す ⇒ S［STによる修復
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【Objective】Recently, in the field of speech–language pathology, findings of conversation analysis were employed 
for developing a better communication strategy between therapists and patients with communication 
disorders, but the differences between conversations during speech–language therapy and everyday 
conversations have not been fully characterized. Accordingly, I aimed to describe some features of the 
conversations during speech–language therapy.
【Methods】In my analysis, I relied on the theory of conversational repair to test how “repair” in the practice of 
speech–language therapy can be organized from the standpoint of interaction.
【Results】I assumed that there is a dual structure in the practice of speech–language therapy, namely 
conversation as an intervention and cooperation. It appears that when miscommunications arise, 
therapists tend to prefer emphasizing the latter over the former to avoid giving clients a disincentive to 
communicate, thus focusing on the communication status of the clients as a repair executor.  As a result, I 
classified the repair pattern of conversations during speech–language therapy into four categories. 
【Conclusions】These observations suggest that it is important to deal with the trouble source not as a client’s 
own problem but as a common problem that participants in a conversation seek to correct interactively. 
These findings may form the basis for rethinking the “conversation ability” concept in the field of speech–
language pathology. In addition, I would suggest that therapists use the “meta-conversational or pragmatic 
strategy” more effectively.
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